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THE DEVIL’S TEAM OF IBLEES

A KUFR MOCKERY OF THE DEEN AND THE MUSAAJID – MUSAAJID AS SPRINGBOARDS
FOR FISQ AND FUJOOR

Some faasiq-faajir jaahil molvi, Nazir Ahmed Jassat, currently involved in pillaging and
plundering the sanctity of the Musjid where he happens to be the Agent of Iblees acting as the
‘imaam’, calling himself the ‘chairman of the Deen Team”, states in his rubbish scrap of paper:

“The Deen Team is planning an Inter Masjid Soccer Tournament as a youth tarbiyat activity.”

This most unfortunate specimen of an epistasis being an agent of Iblees is using the Musjid
platform to beguile and ruin the Imaan of stupid youngsters and their ignorant or modernist
parents. Wallaah! The haraam soccer activity which this Enemy of the Deen plans is an Activity
of Jahannam. It is a ticket to Jahannam. It paves the path for Hell-Fire.

Sensible Muslims are in no need of ‘proofs’ for understanding the glaringly conspicuousness of
the satanism of this haraam soccer activity of The Devil’s Team. An Imaan unadulterated with
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kufr will readily present the correct fatwa, hence Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam)
instructed us all: “Seek a fatwa from your heart.” This instruction has greater emphasis for
application in our era in which the ulama-e-soo’ preponderate. The Ibleesi molvi who organises
this activity of fisq must be a Munaafiq. It is inconceivable that a true Mu’min would degenerate
to such a rotten gutter level of using the House of Allah as a platform for staging a pure
shaitaani act of fisq. Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“Every sport of the Mu’min is HARAAM.”

With shaitaani audacity this shaitaani molvi flagrantly violates, and by such flagrant violation
implies his rejection of the categorically HARAAM fatwa of Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) prohibiting sport. While the Shariah, on the basis of Rasulullah’s pronouncement,
prohibits all sport in general, the prohibition has greater emphasis for KUFFAAR SPORT which
the munaafiq, jaahil molvi is organising.

This Ibleesi molvi’s emulous imitation and bootlicking of the kuffaar have emboldened him to
display blithe disregard for the prohibition pronounced by Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam). An effect of emulating the Yahood and Nasaara is necrosis of the brains. It blinds
the spiritual eyes of the heart. It deafens the spiritual ears of the heart, and it renders dumb the
spiritual tongue of the heart. Such a slave of shaitaan is within the purview of the Qur’aanic
Aayat:

“The (physical) eyes are not blind. But the hearts

within the breasts are blind.”
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His total disregard for the Shariah, his flagrant denial of Rasulullah’s pronouncement and his
blithe disregard for the sanctity of the Musaajid strain Imaani credulity. And, this is so because
he gives out that he is a Muslim. If he declares that he is a Christian or a Hindu, then there will
be no need nor justification for Muslim surprise.

It is utterly lamentable that even Muslims allow themselves to be ensnared by this molvi agent
of shaitaan. That Muslims can ever allow their young boys to participate in an activity of brazen
kufr, defies Imaani logic. Allah Ta’ala states in the Qur’aan Majeed and the Ahaadith is replete
with the same theme:

The Musaajid are for Allah –for His ibaadat. It is haraam to even speak inside the Musjid.
Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“Conversation in the Musjid devours virtuous deeds as cattle devour grass.”

Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) instructed us to curse the announcement made in the
Musjid regarding a lost item. It is haraam to announce a lost item in the Musjid. It is haraam to
transact a perfectly halaal business deal in the Musjid. It is haraam for a salaried Ustaadh to
teach even the Qur’aan Majeed inside the Musjid. Understand well, that all annexes of the
Musjid while not being part of the Musjid proper, demand the same respect and honour. Thus, it
is not permissible to make a noise or to raise voices in the wudhu khaanah or in the Musjid’s
foyer. It is not permissible to indulge in sport in the Musjid yard or parking lot.
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When a Mu’min approaches the Musjid, humility (Khushu’ and Khudhoo’) should envelope him.
He must enter the Musjid with his heart brimming with awe and fear. But the rubbish molvi
satanically utilizes the Musjid platform for a satanic activity of fisq thereby nullifying every
Adab
which Allah Ta’ala has ordained for the honour of His House.

Kuffaar sport is incumbently accompanied by the kuffaar attitudes of rowdyism, boisterousness,
kuffaar-type riya and the like. There is no room in Islam for kuffaar haraam and futile activities.
The shaitaani molvi’s attempt to create the notion of his kuffaar sports activity being a ‘tarbiyat’
programme is a massive canard and the deception of Iblees which Shaitaan has urinated into
the brains of the molvi. Such molvis of this epistasis mould with their copro programmes and
activities are the snares of Iblees. The Devil has fielded them to destroy the Imaan of ignorant
and unwary Muslims. Today, the vast majority of the Ummah is the camp follower of shaitaan,
and the vast majority of shaitaan’s agents is the molvi fraternity – the evil, fussaaq and fujjaar
molvis whose objective in this dunya is only money and cheap name and rotten fame.

Muslims should not allow themselves to be misled by the deceptive assertion of the haraam
activity being a ‘tarbiyat’ programmed. Allah Ta’ala has bestowed brains to Muslims – such
brains of which the kuffaar are bereft. The ni’mat of Aql should not be sullied and effaced by
means of reckless indulgence in such activity which is kufr.

Understand well, that indulgence in zina, liquor and other major sins while fisq and fujoor, is not
kufr, but the kuffaar sport which the munaafiq molvi organises with his deceptive chimera is
KUFR. Genuine Ulama will understand the difference.
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Although the villainy of molvis of this type of shaitaaniyat is lamentable, we must concede and
accept that such episodes of fisq, fujoor and kufr must necessarily be perpetrated by molvis in
the name of the Deen because Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) had predicted such
satanic developments which will be enacted and fabricated by those who are supposed to be
Ulama. But they are such ulama whom Nabi (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) feared more than even
Dajjaal. Relative to Dajjaal, the molvi who organises his haraam sporting activity from the
Musjid’s platform is worse than Dajjaal.

Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “Verily, shaitaan circulates inside man just as
blood circulates.”
Shaitaan is the ustaadh of this
miscreant molvi, hence his effluvium is pure satanism. Did any Muslim ever hear of a kuffaar
sporting activity being staged from Musaajid? This Devil’s Team with its Devil’s Agent has
initiated an evil ‘sunnah’ for juhala Muslims. The accumulation of the sins of all participants in
the haraam shaitaani activity will be loaded on the head of this miserable, unfortunate molvi
while at the same time, all participants will receive their share of the Divine Curse and
Chastisement. Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“Whoever initiates a beautiful practice in Islam, its reward is for him, as

well as the reward of those who practice it…….And, whoever initiates an evil practice in Islam,
the load of its sin is on him, as well as the sins of those who practice on it……”

Thus on the Day of Qiyaamah, the shaitaani molvi of Devil’s Team will have to carry the burden
of the sins of all those who had responded to his devil’s call for participation in the sports of the
devils. May Allah Ta’ala save the Imaan of juhala Muslims from the satanic predations of the
Devil’s Team.
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